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Abstract 

Existing research on belonging at the university level is typically broad and not department-

specific; this study aims to refine this domain of literature, specifically to Drama and Theatre. 

This ethnographic study documents the social identity-based student theatre groups at UC Irvine, 

consisting of Brown Bag Theater Company, Black Door, Brick Theatre Company, and Theatre 

Woks, as they foster a sense of belonging on campus. The formal observation and data collection 

time covers the course of two quarters during the academic year, but the findings are also 

informed by experiences prior to this period. I hypothesize that these groups are strong agents of 

belonging because they provide unique working and learning opportunities within their 

respective communities that focus on three elements of belonging: value, visibility, and 

togetherness. While my hypothesis was correct in observing the trends of belonging tied to value, 

visibility, and togetherness, it was expanded by how these student theatre groups particularly 

tackle issues and tensions of “non-belonging” both inside and outside their respective 

communities. Lastly, I offer that it would be beneficial to consider these student theatre groups 

as part of the pedagogical makeup of the Drama department because of how the groups generate 

meaningful professional and cultural knowledge for the members of the group as well as the 

campus community. 

 

Word Count: 213 
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Introduction 

January 25th, 2018; it is a cool evening, and the weather stands in contrast to the 

nervousness and excitement that courses through me like electricity. The stage is bare except for 

five chairs, and the wings are crowded with even more chairs, tables, costumes, and pad thai 

ordered from a local restaurant. A lone Asian actress playing an elderly, hunched-over mother 

shuffles around the stage. She fills a rice cooker with dry rice and water as noise from the 

growing audience sneaks its way into the stage wings. I look across towards stage right to see my 

friends and castmates going through their own backstage journeys. We’re all slightly sweaty (and 

some are indeed damper than others). But as I glance around, an unfamiliar sensation of joy 

spreads in warmth all over my body. This was my first time in a cast where more than half of the 

actors looked like me. While that was significant, this sensation was something more than that. 

Was it unity? Was it perhaps a strong sense of pride? Before I could tell, the lights dimmed, and 

the sound of a school bell pierced the silence. As the lights rose and as I made my way to the 

empty chair before me, the thought dawned upon me: It’s not just that I fit in, no. It’s that I 

belong. 

In retrospect, I find it rather fitting that “belonging” is the crux of my research as it 

represents so much of my personal growth these past four years. I initially felt miles away from 

considering myself “belonging” within the Drama department as I did not come to UCI as a 

Drama major. I was perpetually on the fringe of belonging, and I initially had no solid group to 

align myself with outside of a few friends who I had made during the UCI Student Parent 

Orientation Program (SPOP) and the Drama 30 series. However, that would change dramatically 

(pun intended) during my second year once I found myself in a community of theatre-makers 

that shared my experiences, my goals, and my aspirations. They celebrated what I brought to the 
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table and welcomed me as authentically and as wholly as they could without the need for 

justification. They offered me a chance to have fun with and agency over which narratives I 

could portray as an actor and as a storyteller. This group of people known as Theatre Woks, our 

Asian American/Pacific Islander theatre group, was that pivotal window of belonging for me. 

With my sentiments at hand, I consider this study to be more than my “proof of learning” 

throughout my time at UCI. In essence, this thesis is a love letter to Theatre Woks and the rest of 

the student theatre groups as each group has truly built a family out of people who have 

experienced and shared that sensation of fundamental and radical belonging. 

 

The “Actors” At Play & The Guiding Questions 

The UCI student theatre groups have established themselves on campus to the point of 

widespread recognition through community involvement and impact. That is to say, they have 

become an integral part of the Drama Department and the Drama community on campus. These 

groups have been gaining more and more traction over the course of their existence by providing 

community members more opportunities for involvement and performance. Some are 

specifically centered around social identity-based communities1, and those four are listed below:  

• Brown Bag Theatre Company, a student theatre organization centered around the 

Latinx community and their narratives. This group was initialized in 2012 by UCI faculty 

member Lonnie Alcaraz. The leadership of this group consists of undergraduate and 

graduate students. 

• Theatre Woks, a student theatre organization centered around the Asian 

American/Pacific Islander (AA/PI) community and their narratives. This group was 

 
1 For the purposes of this study, I define social identity within the parameters of identity based on race, ethnicity, 
culture, and gender/sexuality. 
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initialized in 2015 by UCI faculty member Daphne Lei. The leadership of this group 

consists of the undergraduate student chair and faculty advisor. 

• Black Door, a student theatre organization centered around the Black community and 

their narratives. This group has had community roots in the Drama department for some 

years but officially was re-founded in the 2018-2019 academic year as “Black Door.” The 

leadership of this group consists of undergraduate and graduate students. 

• Brick Theatre Company, a student theatre organization centered around the LGBTQ+ 

community and their narratives. The organization was initialized in the 2018-2019 

academic year first under the name LGBTQ+ Theatre Spaces. They officially rebranded 

to Brick Theatre Company at the start of the 2019-2020 academic year. The leadership of 

this group consists of undergraduate and graduate students. 

Truth be told, I have been constantly amazed by the phenomenal performances and glowing 

reputations of each group¾a sentiment shared among me and my peers. Although I have not 

been directly involved with all of these groups, I was made keenly aware of how each group 

functions and builds a sense of community. As they all foundationally share the same goal to 

center certain social identity groups, one of the questions that sparked early on in my research 

was: How do these student theatre groups interact with this sentiment of belonging? 

I became interested in tracking the nuances of belonging expressed by my peers who are 

1) generally active members2 in student theatre groups as well as 2) in positions of leadership. 

With this distinction, I wanted to gather insight on how both levels of involvement may 

experience a sense of belonging in similar and different ways. Another important facet to this 

study is the way in which this study aims to document the progression, development, and 

 
2 I define generally active members as students and individuals who engage with the club in some way (such as 
attending meetings virtually or physically) who are not a position of leadership within these student theatre groups. 
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achievement of these theatre groups. Because these groups are getting more recognition from the 

department as well as from the campus at large, it is important to understand how these groups 

operate and what benefit they can offer to our Drama community at UCI. In fact, a recent 

example of how these groups are rising in significance can be observed in the Drama 

department’s first-ever decision to task these four groups to fill one of the six slots in the 2020-

2021 mainstage season. As these groups advocate for inclusivity and better opportunities for the 

social identity groups they center and represent, this study is also important in showcasing how 

these groups are advocates for these communities. In turn, I hope that this study inspires the 

Drama community and even the community at large to advocate for these student theatre groups 

and provide support in furthering their missions to create a sense of belonging on campus. 

 

Theories and Methods 

I must admit that belonging is a rather ambiguous human sentiment. For the purposes of 

defining belonging, I draw upon Greg Walton and Shannon T. Brady’s definition of belonging in 

their essay “The Many Questions of Belonging” (2017): 

“Belonging is therefore not a simple summation of the number of friends one has in a 

space. It is a more general inference, drawn from cues, events, experiences, and 

relationships, about the quality of fit or potential fit between oneself and a setting. It is 

experienced as a feeling of being accepted, included, respected in, and contributing to a 

setting, or anticipating the likelihood of developing this feeling.” (p.272) 

Walton and Brady expand upon their proposed definition of belonging through the framework 

of: “What questions do people ask about belonging?” They conceptualize belonging through 

questions and interventions that revolve around anxieties about belonging in a “social context” as 
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well as from “representations of the self.” Below, I have listed the questions that Walton and 

Brady have expressed to be the “keys” to understanding belonging: 

1. Does anyone here even notice me? 

2. Are there people here whom I connect to? 

3. Do people here value (people like) me? 

4. Is this a setting in which I want to belong? 

5. Can I be more than a stereotype here? 

6. Are people like me incompatible with this setting or behavior? 

I found that these questions were essential to my research on the UCI student theatre groups as I 

initially observed that these questions of belonging were being addressed in both explicit and 

subtle ways across all of these groups. I was specifically inspired by the first three questions that 

center visibility, connection, and value because I believe those three main questions lay the 

foundation for how belonging manifests in the context of the UCI student theatre groups. 

While I largely take Walton and Brady’s definition of belonging, I challenge the notion 

that belonging can be categorized by “quality of fit or potential fit.” The notion of “fit” suggests 

a pre-conceived identity of space and self-identity. Taking an example from my own identities: I 

“fit” in Theatre Woks as a Filipinx individual because the group centers the Asian American/ 

Pacific Islander community. However, I challenge the notion that just because I “fit” in a given 

space due to commonality does not necessarily mean that I “belong.”  

In fact, this conversation between “fitting” and “belonging” centers a dialogue between 

the Drama Department and the UCI student theatre groups. From the various testaments that I 

have collected both through this research as well as far before this study, the problems that the 

student theatre groups have expressed (even at the level of individual members within these 
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groups) are rooted in how the department makes it hard for the student theatre 

groups¾specifically those which center race, ethnicity, culture, and gender/sexuality¾to feel 

like they belong. A rather large example of this notion of “non-belonging” stems from the 

mainstage season. Regarding the Latinx and Black community, the mainstage season has 

historically provided opportunities for members of these communities to take part in sharing 

identity-based or identity-informed narratives. Even though these community members “fit” the 

descriptions and narratives of these shows, these narratives often put bodies of color in some 

form of violence or discrimination. To pull on examples just from the 2019-2020 season, 

elements of violence and stereotyping can be seen with Living Out and Hoodoo Love by putting 

bodies of color through both explicit and subversive violence. Furthermore, UCI has not had a 

mainstage show that centers an AA/PI narrative since the 2016-2017 season with I Dream of 

Chang and Eng (not to mention this was the only mainstage to ever focus on AA/PI characters 

and an AA/PI storyline). Regarding LGBTQ+ mainstage season representation, there are 

characters within productions from the past four years that are expressively Queer and/or Trans 

but are included in stories that do not center them or the LGBTQ+ experience. We as drama 

community members who belong to these social groups can “fit” (though not always) into the 

“face” of the mainstage season. We may be represented, but we are tokenized. We may be 

presented an opportunity, but we are offered no sense of agency. We may “fit” into what the 

department has in mind of what exceptional theatrical training may look like, but we are still 

referred to as the “other.” In explicit and subtle ways, we perceive that we do not belong. 

That is fundamentally where the UCI student theatre groups come in. By providing their 

unique communities with opportunities to work outside of the mainstage season, to have agency 

over their narratives, and to be in a space of safety and celebration with shared identity, these 
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four student theatre groups are agents of belonging. To put this in Walton and Brady’s terms, I 

hypothesize that these four groups have the tools to foster belonging because they generate 

feelings of value, visibility, and connection which are so desperately needed in the Drama 

department. 

For this study, I collected data in two phases: I conducted interviews with student leader 

representatives from the four student theatre groups and concurrently administered an 

anonymous electronic survey that was filled out by members of the student theatre groups. For 

the latter phase, this method potentially included anonymously submitted student theatre group 

leader responses. Having both methods of data collection, I was curious to find what elements of 

belonging within the observed domains of value, visibility, and togetherness were 

simultaneously recognized by the student theatre group leaders as well as by the general student 

theatre group members. Because leadership within these student theatre groups typically informs 

how these groups operate, I was also curious to learn what tools and tactics of belonging were 

present in how the groups function.  

Appendix 1 provides a general overview of the main questions that were asked in the 

interviews with the leaders of the student theatre groups. The sections were divided into four 

parts: the first part centered general information about the student theatre organization, the 

second part centered questions about the behaviors and observations during a general meeting, 

the third part specifically addressed the questions of belonging, and the fourth part was dedicated 

to having interviewees ask me questions if they had any. As shown in Appendix 1, questions had 

sub-questions or further prompts in order to obtain more nuance as needed. This was a conscious 

choice due to the fact that during the interviews, there would sometimes be more than one 

representative of a student theatre group present, and I modified the questions to take that 
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dynamic into account. These interviews were recorded with the consent of the leaders, and, to 

protect their anonymity, have been addressed only by their titles throughout this paper. 

The electronic survey was broken up into two sections; the first section asked the responder 

to check off which student theatre group they have been involved with, and the second section 

(shown below) comprised of three questions relating to Walton and Brady’s questions of 

belonging: 

1. What do you value most about your participation in this/these group(s)? 

2. How does the idea of connection play a factor in your participation in this/these group(s)? 

3. How does the idea of visibility play a factor in your participation in this/these group(s)? 

To distribute the electronic survey, I primarily used email – either emailing student group 

participants myself as the Student Chair of Theatre Woks or emailing other student theatre group 

leaders to distribute the survey to their general members. Some of the groups notified me when 

they distributed the survey while others did not. Of particular note, Brick Theatre Company put 

the survey on their email newsletter that I am also subscribed to, and that might have reached 

into a pool of potential responders that I could not reach myself. Aside from emails, I also used 

personal communication tools such as calls and texts. This was due to my familiarity with the 

people who have been involved with these groups as well as the fact that many of my peers and 

friends were aware that I was conducting this survey. Despite reaching out to certain people, the 

data is anonymous; therefore, I have no means to track if certain people responded or not. 

Because of my leadership position in Theatre Woks, I was connected to other student 

theatre group leaders prior to the start of the academic year and prefaced to them that I would be 

conducting research on belonging within our theatre groups. I consistently communicated this 

throughout the academic year, and I trusted that they would help me conduct this research. Given 
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that the data from the survey shows how each student theatre group is represented by the 

questions about responder demographics, I assume that the survey was distributed accordingly 

and that each group supported the research as was initially designed. 

In preparing for the framework that would surround this performance autoethnographic 

study, I drew on Soyini Madison’s Critical Ethnography (2005) and Yutian Wong’s 

Choreographing Asian America (2010). Both texts provided insight on the format and 

methodology of “critical ethnography” and “performance (auto)ethnography” respectively in 

ways I had not necessarily considered in the initial stages of my research. 

One particularly important aspect that both texts addressed was the position or 

“positionality” of the researcher. As stated by Madison, “positionality” is essential to document 

in critical ethnography “because it forces us to acknowledge our own power, privilege, and 

biases just as we are denouncing the power structures that surround our subjects” (p.7).  

Operating on deeper levels, critical ethnography is also rooted in the discourse of social justice, 

addressing injustice, and “bringing to light underlying and obscure operations of power and 

control” (p.5). In conducting research from a position of power (my leadership in Theatre Woks 

and seniority on campus), there exists a power dynamic that could influence my data and thus 

paint a picture of belonging that exists only within my perspective. This goes hand-in-hand with 

the privilege I carry in that I have access to certain social networks and positions of dialogue that 

ultimately inform my study, and I recognize that these connections may be inaccessible to some 

of the other community members of the Drama department.  

Despite this power dynamic and performance of leadership that is ultimately inherent to 

my study, I strived to personally create a sense of belonging with my subjects (who are my 

friends and peers) on a more intimate level than that of a “distanced” researcher. By 
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acknowledging and establishing the intimacy of my position, I was able to foster a space of trust 

and authenticity during the interviews that were within the bounds and formalities of the research 

process. I moved away from adopting a strict “researcher” role and chose to adopt a framework 

of “friends sharing their information to learn with and advocate for one another,” and this 

framework was successful as many of my interviews transformed into dialogue that allowed for 

very meaningful and vulnerable data. Furthermore, I have been involved with or operated around 

these theatre groups for quite some time now, and conversations I had were rooted in the 

sympathy and empathy of shared experiences. By allowing this space of trust and authenticity to 

flourish, I could better document the experiences and feelings surrounding belonging. 

Additionally, my intentions for this study include making my findings accessible to the Drama 

community because it is grounded in the community and, therefore, must become available to 

serve the community. 

For the nuances of performance autoethnography, I was drawn to Yutian Wong’s 

experience with the Vietnamese performance group Club O’ Noodles. In reflecting upon her 

performance autoethnographic position, she states: 

“If Club O’ Noodles had allowed me to remain comfortably distanced from the action, I 

could have retreated to locating myself as an Asian American workshop participant 

writing about Asian American performance workshops. But the process called forth my 

subject position as a Chinese American woman writing about and performing with a 

Vietnamese American performance ensemble—and this practice points toward a politics 

of racial and ethnic identifications/disidentifications of doing Asian American 

performance ethnography.” (p.138) 
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While I perhaps feel more included and integrated into the UCI student theatre groups compared 

to Yutian Wong in Club O’ Noodles, she addresses an important point regarding how the process 

of inclusion as a researcher and as a performer engages in politics. As I am conducting this study 

with student theatre groups of various social and cultural identities, I am engaged in the practice 

of political performance ethnography understanding that I – a Queer, Filipinx undergraduate 

student – need to operate in solidarity with these groups. Even though I am positioned very 

visibly as part of one group (Theatre Woks), I am invested in my fellow student theatre groups 

because I share a larger bond and sense of community with them. Many, if not all of us (leaders 

and general members), are actively engaged with the projects and journeys of the other student 

theatre groups, and this year has been a phenomenal time of collaboration as a result of 

collaborative tasks and opportunities we received. Because we collaborate through leadership, 

create opportunities for inter-community involvement, celebrate one another’s artistry, and 

advocate for our groups as a unified collective, I believe that we are in solidarity with one 

another. Our work elevates our visibility and vulnerability in the Drama Department because we 

are providing narratives so true to ourselves and to our experiences, and in solidarity, we 

celebrate that. Referring back to Madison’s points, the potential to create distance between me 

and my subjects does a disservice to them. Furthermore, it would be simply misguided to assume 

that I can separate myself from the collective efforts of our groups and the position we adopt in 

the Drama department. 

 

Limitations 

While this ethnographic study demonstrates that belonging plays an essential factor in the 

implicit and explicit foundations for these student theatre groups, that data was collected only 
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during the middle of the academic year from January to March. Due to complications involving 

COVID-19, the length of data collection was halted, and I was not able to collect more data in 

person during the Spring Quarter (April - June). This would have manifested as a follow-up 

portion to the data collection where assessments of belonging and its various components would 

be compared to what was documented earlier in the academic year. While telecommunication 

methods do exist to collect data remotely, the impact of COVID-19 has imposed upon 

communication methods between and within the student theatre groups. An example of this is 

that Theatre Woks has ceased its meetings in Spring Quarter of the 2019-2020 academic year 

because of limited capacity to facilitate meetings on a virtual platform. 

As a result, the data collected is limited due to the nature of how belonging is 

documented and experienced over the course of the academic year. Belonging is a fluid concept 

as well as an innate human feeling that develops and changes over time, and this study could 

have benefitted from more nuance provided by testimonies of belonging over a longer period of 

time. In an ideal, prolonged study, further data could be collected through follow-up interviews 

with the student theatre group leaders as well as through administering a second electronic 

survey to those who filled out the initial survey. Additionally, questions would be modified in 

order to assess longitudinal articulations of belonging.  

 

Discussion 

For the context surrounding my data collection, four interviews were conducted in total. I 

interviewed two leadership members from Brown Bag Theatre Company in one joint interview, 

two leadership members in two separate interviews from Brick Theatre Company, and one 

leadership member in one interview from Black Door. In collecting data about leadership for 
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Theatre Woks, I solely use my own thoughts and experiences as the Student Chair, and I 

reflected upon the questions I asked my interviewees as laid out in Appendix 1. There were 

eleven (11) responders to the electronic survey, and Appendix 2 breaks down how the 

anonymous responders recorded their involvement/membership with the student theatre groups. 

Brick Theatre Company participants responded in greatest volume (7), followed by Brown Bag 

Theater Company participants (6), then Theatre Woks participants (3), and then lastly Black 

Door participants (2). Out of the eleven responses, four indicated that they have worked with 

more than one group, and the most common combination response was having worked with 

Brown Bag Theatre Company, Brick Theatre Company, and Black Door (2). Throughout my 

analysis, I use the gender-neutral pronouns they/them when referring to every subject in order to 

protect the confidentiality of those whom I interviewed. 

 

Value 

To restate my hypothesis, I propose that these four groups foster belonging in the UCI 

Drama community because they generate feelings of value, visibility, and togetherness. 

Regarding “value” as the first observed element of belonging, I found that most of the responses 

agreed with my hypothesis that “value” was a defining aspect of why they engage or participate 

in these student theatre groups. Each subject defined “value” differently, but they shared some 

overarching commonalities. Responders of the survey pointed out that “like-mindedness,” 

community, and being provided opportunities were large points of value surrounding their 

involvement in their group(s). Something that was shared among the student theatre group 

leaders is that they all valued the idea of a “safe space” being fostered through their 

organizations for their specific communities. This safe space was expressed succinctly through a 
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Brick Theatre Company leader as a space where “you don’t have to explain your identity.” I 

have often been in spaces where I am asked to “justify” or  “define” myself or my 

experiences,  and while this is sometimes helpful to establish group understanding, it can be a 

very taxing process because it immediately identifies and situates me as the “other.” However, 

the expression that commonality automatically assumes a space is “safe” could be nuanced even 

further. Something that I value in my own participation in these groups is that we often foster a 

sense of a “brave space” as an expansion of “safe space.” I reference Brian Arao and Kristi 

Clemens’ article “From Safe Spaces to Brave Spaces” in understanding that “brave spaces” 

emphasize the importance of understanding and participating in conversations that create 

genuine dialogue on social justice topics (p.136). The student theatre groups create “brave 

spaces” in an extension of “safe spaces” because we are in dialogue with one another. Through 

this dialogue, we can foster growth on individual as well as on artistic/creative levels. In the 

educational and professional setting of UCI Drama where creativity operates as a pillar of our 

community and pedagogy, there is great value placed on our learning, and I admire that these 

groups provide “safe” and “brave” spaces for students who may not typically have access to 

them. 

There were also very unique ways outside of my initial observations that people 

expressed how they value their participation in these groups. One particular student says: 

 

“To be honest, I first participated in these groups because they've allowed me to flourish 

as a theatre maker. They have sponsored my growth, productivity, and activity as an 

artist, and I highly cherish and am grateful for that. In an extension to that, I value that 

these theatre companies are similarly supportive of other students. In a drama department 
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like one within The Claire Trevor School of the Arts where the graduate students are 

highly prioritized, I adore the fact that the existence of these groups continue to advocate 

for undergraduate students, like myself, by producing work and representation.” 

Understanding that these student theatre groups consist of and are operated by both graduate and 

undergraduate students, the issue of “prioritizing” the works and voices of graduate students is 

seemingly non-existent in the spaces they create. From my experiences just within Theatre 

Woks, MFA and PhD students create artistry and perform all the same as undergraduate students, 

providing collaboration without asserting strong “seniority” dynamics and often support the 

undergraduate students involved. To offer another unique observation about “value,” a different 

student states that: 

“I feel like the work we are creating is important to representation of marginalized groups 

and their stories. These stories humanize ‘the other’ and for me, telling them fulfills a sort 

of greater purpose to make the world better.” 

The notion of “marginalization” and providing work that represents them falls under visibility, 

but to garner value from a “greater purpose” is something that feel quite powerfully as well. Dani 

Snyder-Young portrays this astutely in Theatre of Good Intentions (2013) by connecting theatre 

to its potential for ushering social change. She discusses the notion of “applied theatre” in its 

broad abilities to educate, build community, rehabilitate, resolve conflict, and advocate (p.4). By 

“serving a greater good,” Snyder-Young examines how applied theatre – although at times 

limited – resists hegemony to create social change. As this responder notes, the act of 

humanizing “the other” is a means to resists hegemony; and in the context of marginalized social 

identity-centered student theatre groups, the value of developing agency and healing through 

resistance becomes a fundamental part of our artistry.  
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I offer that at the base level, participation in these student theatre groups can offer 

tremendous ways in which students feel like they belong. This is because there is an inherent 

value in being a part of these student theatre groups such as having access to safe and brave 

spaces or to serve a greater good through individual and collective artistry. 

 

Visibility 

I anticipated that visibility would be a very prominent element of belonging, given that 

theatre and performance are so rooted in the question: Who gets represented? The data from the 

surveys point to how visibility does play a large role in student theatre group participation, and 

the most salient common factor was indeed “representation.” As one responder notes: 

“Seeing your stories confirms in a way that you’re not just being dramatic about issues 

that affect your life. That some things are the way that they are because of a larger thing 

that affects many people and needs to be solved. But you can’t solve a problem without 

seeing the problem first and that’s what visibility does.” 

What struck me about this quote was that the responder points to the anxiety about feeling like 

the issues they face are largely rendered “invisible.” I strongly resonate with this sentiment due 

to my experiences with theatre prior to UCI. I was cast in shows, but there were scarcely any 

Asian American/Pacific Islander specific roles. If there were Asian American/Pacific Islander 

roles, they were caricatures or stereotypes. I had no strong sense of agency in characters and 

narratives I portrayed that would be read as “Asian,” and I became aware of how certain 

representations were harmful because they perpetuated shallow and misguided depictions of 

“Asian-ness.” Even though I “fit” the outward appearance of a character, it was apparent that the 

character did not belong to me. 
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Nonetheless, the notion of representation being inherently politically beneficial is tricky 

because subjects of representation are often reduced to commodifiable entities. In Peggy 

Phelan’s Unmarked, she states that “[while] there is a deeply ethical appeal in the desire for a 

more inclusive representational landscape and certainly underrepresented communities can be 

empowered by an enhanced visibility, the terms of this visibility often enervate the putative 

power of these identities” (p.7). Phelan questions the equivalization of representational visibility 

and political and economic power (p.10). This fundamentally proposes the question of: What 

does the “quality” of representation entail? 

The conversation brings me back to Summer Kim Lee’s article in the Los Angeles Review 

of Books “Too Close, Too Compromised” as she crafts a dynamic and tense relationship to 

representation revolving around actress Sandra Oh’s characters Christina from Grey’s Anatomy 

and Eve from Killing Eve. Similar to Phelan’s points on challenging representational visibility as 

political and economic power, Lee addresses this “false promise” of representation in her 

attachment to Sandra Oh’s characters. However, Lee also nuances this tension by stating: 

“I could not let go of Cristina even while my academic work and the prevailing critical 

discourse on contemporary representations of minority difference were doing everything 

possible to do so, to turn away from such an investment in a character, which, as I have 

been saying, felt good.” 

Lee articulates that there is a significance to “feeling good” about representations despite what 

they may suggest or convey, and this significance manifests at a very personal level. She 

additionally notes how subjects of representation can become reductive, resulting in a superficial 

binary between “good” and “bad” representation. Therefore, understanding how Phelan argues 

that “quality” of “good representation” matters while Lee states that personal connections to 
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subjects matter outside of a reductive “good representation” category, there becomes a tension 

and ambiguity in defining “good representation.” Through Phelan and Lee’s complexity of 

representational visibility, I nuance this tension by extending their points and specifically 

applying them to choices and actions of the Drama department that I have personally witnessed. 

I argue that “good art” and “good representation” as specifically portrayed through the 

mainstage season are informed by the belief that we need to demonstrate the body of color in 

situations where they overcome hardship, pain, or violence. I will not deny that there is some 

part of me that agrees with the argument that, “Well, they win in the end, right? Doesn’t that 

make it a good representation?” Well, what does it mean to win? And who really wins: the 

character, the actor, or the audience? All of them? None of them? Some of them? I acknowledge 

that each one of these groups is not a monolith, so none of them will react in any one particular 

way. But that does not negate the fact that the mainstage season provides a plethora of 

opportunities for the body of color to be put in harm’s way. In fact, as pointed out by one of the 

Brown Bag Theatre Company leaders, many (if not all) of the banners that UCI Drama has on 

the lamp posts around the Arts campus feature an actor of color in a moment or position of pain. 

So, what do we do when we are presented opportunities to be in mainstages that center 

violence on bodies of color? Historically, in my conversations with some of the leaders, we are 

still urged to take it (if we’re even “lucky” enough to get an opportunity) because it is an 

unspoken part of our educational training as students of the Drama department. The students who 

are involved with the student theatre groups, however, have more opportunities for visibility and 

representation through the groups’ projects. As a result, students not only have the opportunity to 

produce their own diverse and nuanced work, but they also have the opportunity to reclaim 

agency over what narratives, stories, or characters belong to them. Visibility and representation 
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are thus important tools to foster belonging because, as Summer Kim Lee puts it, having the 

ability to take ownership of one’s visibility or representation definitely “feels good.” 

 

Togetherness 

In my initial stages of research, I utilized Walton and Brady’s concept of “connection” as 

a fundamental element of belonging. I hypothesized that responders would experience a sense of 

belonging through a strong sense of community connection, and while “connection” was indeed 

a part of the reasons for involvement, the data indicates “togetherness” to be a stronger aspect of 

belonging within these theatre groups. This was proven in responses that noted the significance 

of expanding social network as well as in responses that addressed the opportunity to interact 

with people one would not normally interact with. Something that I did not quite consider was 

that some responders shared that they still felt a sense of connection despite not actually being 

able to attend the group meetings. It became clear to me that “connection” may not have been the 

ideal element related to belonging because of its implications of a “social connection” rooted in a 

physical setting and experienced on an individual level (Walton and Brady, p.277). I therefore 

expanded “connection” to “togetherness” by acknowledging how 1) students often exist in more 

than one physical community and interact with these groups in multiple ways not that are not 

physical as well as how 2) there was a significance of collective community involvement by 

operating “together” as a unified Drama community. 

To elaborate on this notion of “togetherness,” I drew upon Sonja Kuftinec and Jan 

Cohen-Cruz. Sonja Kuftinec’s focus on Cornerstone Theatre in her article “A Cornerstone for 

Rethinking Community Theatre” (1996) elaborates upon how “community theatre” is rooted in 

“commonality” but does not “erase differences in perceptions and beliefs.” Kuftinec particularly 
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focuses on how identity is explored through “community-based” theater in that Cornerstone’s 

practices “illustrate the multiplicity inherent in defining identity through community…these 

multiple communities do not necessarily cohere.” Building upon Kuftinec’s points, Jan Cohen-

Cruz’s text Local Acts (2005) cautions on the idea of connection being fixed upon racial, ethnic, 

and cultural categories (p.3), and she also states that “[community-based] art must be oriented 

toward community development” (p.4). The notion of “togetherness” therefore encompasses 

Kuftinec’s observations of community multiplicity as well as Cohen-Cruz’s definition of 

community-based art. Applying both of these thoughts into the context of the student theatre 

groups, there is a sense of “togetherness” that stems from the process of creating art despite the 

differences that may be present between our student theatre groups or in the community at large. 

The framework of “togetherness” also establishes a deeper understanding to how the 

groups foster belonging because of how they operate in acknowledgement of one another versus 

excluding one another from their creative processes. Kuftinec argues that “identity” unveils the 

“bounded nature of the community” because of how it perpetuates definitions of the “insider” 

and the “outsider.” However, she also offers that the theatre is a space that upholds “the inclusive 

nature of performance.” In the student theatre groups’ methods of creating of art with individuals 

who lack “commonality” through social identity markers such as race, ethnicity, culture, and 

gender identity/sexual orientation, there still exists a unifying sentiment of togetherness. This 

was very present in Theatre Woks’ development of When Asians Speak (Part 1) back in 2018 as 

well as in the Fall 2019 Variety Show that was spearheaded by Brown Bag Theatre Company as 

a collaborative event between the four student theatre groups. Since the four groups center 

different social identity-based communities in their missions, there is a notion that students and 

community members may not always “fit” in every group. However, despite not necessarily 
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“fitting in,” the student theatre groups supersede Walton and Brady’s belief of “connection” and 

“commonality” to make art through “togetherness.” 

The framework of “togetherness” also demonstrates how the student theatre groups 

establish belonging because of a prevailing sentiment of disconnection. In my interview with the 

leader from Black Door, they conveyed that “disconnection” played a large factor in the 

operations of the group. This was because they expressed how there is a large feeling of isolation 

that the Black community faces in the UCI environment. The Black Door leader elaborated upon 

this by stating that macro- and micro- aggressions that Black students face “make it difficult to 

connect or [be] valued.” Understanding that anti-blackness has its own roots in our community at 

UCI, the “othering,” lack of representation and support, and even various levels of violence 

across campus can easily be seen to generate such feelings of disconnection. Addressing 

different aspects of disconnection, the Brown Bag Theatre Company leaders expressed that the 

priority of room and space reservations impacts their ability to have accessible and visible space 

on campus. One of the Brick Theatre Company leaders shared this sentiment; they noted that 

having access to only the Mesa Arts Building to host general meetings “invisibilizes” them and 

disconnects them from the main Arts campus. A common thread through these accounts is that 

disconnection is a product of the structural and bureaucratic environment, and what is inspiring 

to witness is that these groups combat these structural and bureaucratic issues through 

advocating for one another.  

The ways that the student theatre groups have advocated for one another demonstrate our 

“togetherness” in creating a space of belonging on campus. Out mutual advocacy was distinctly 

present when the group leaders were invited to fill a mainstage season slot for the 2020-2021 

academic year. Ideally, our selected production(s) would “represent” our collective and/or 
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individual groups; however, as we moved forward in the planning process, we felt belabored, 

tokenized, and almost pit against one another due to the limited resources the season slot could 

allow. We then came to utilize this platform to elevate our voices and advocate for department 

support that we felt was lacking. I pull upon this quote that was passionately delivered by my 

fellow leader during our presentation to the Drama department as part of our “manifesto”:  

“What we do have in common, is why our groups exist. The very reason these groups 

were established is because we needed to find social support and solidarity with other 

members of our communities because we felt excluded, ignored, and misrepresented 

within UCI Drama and beyond in professional theater and media.” 

The student theatre groups advocate for and stand in solidarity with one another because we 

recognize that we are in a collective effort to make an impact on campus. We may be connected 

by the fact that we are all UCI student theatre groups, but we have a stronger relationship than 

merely being “connected.” The reason why “togetherness” is essential to how these groups foster 

belonging is because we acknowledge that we have not been working individually, but rather 

like a coalition with stakes invested in our collective endeavors. Furthermore, being “connected” 

does not justly characterize our work and the significance of the community we are hoping to 

build. In fact, we as student theatre groups unite the community through our productions and 

through our general spaces in ways that are not offered by the department at large. At the apex of 

our intentions, we as student theatre group leaders aim to establish a sense of belonging in a 

space that structural identifies us as the “other,” and we do this together. 
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Pedagogies of Belonging 

A dimension of belonging that would be interesting to look into given the professional 

and educational context of UCI Drama is how these student theatre groups play a role in the 

pedagogical development of theatre practice. I pull upon two pedagogy-based texts – Mizuko 

Ito’s “Connected Learning” (2013) and Django Paris’ “Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy” (2012) 

– in developing a basic understanding of how these student theatre groups can really provide 

unique and abundant educational opportunities for UCI Drama students. 

Mizuko Ito describes “connected learning” as “socially embedded, interest-driven, and 

oriented toward expanding educational, economic or political opportunity” (p.42). She furthers 

her points by stating how “connected learning” tackles three main observations: 

1. Formal education is often disconnected and lacking in relevance  

2. Learning is meaningful when it is part of valued relationships, shared practice, culture, 

and identity 

3. Young people need connection and translation between in-school and out-of- school 

learning. 

While the third point is geared more towards the K-12 context of Ito’s research on 21st century 

literacy, all three points can be applied to the context of theatre practice. Ito’s first point 

discusses how there is often a disconnect between formal education and practice. Even in a 

department that focuses on educational, professional, and theatrical growth, there are some gaps 

in the accessibility and applicability of our formal education. To this point, the student theatre 

groups often provide a direct link between education and practice, and this is referenced by how 

Brown Bag Theatre Company offers opportunities to work in specific roles that may not be 

offered academically at a given time. Since many of the groups share an internal commonality of 
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social/cultural experiences, Ito’s second point on meaningful learning environments can be seen 

in the cultural knowledge that is shared in and between the student theatre group members. This 

notion can be furthered by understanding how sharing culture and identity through strong 

community relationships are all key points of belonging as well. Lastly, Mizuko Ito’s third point 

on connection and translation between in-school and out-of-school learning is definitely easier 

within this field because Drama students are largely learning in classrooms what they will 

practice outside of it. However, there is a barrier of accessibility through the nature of education 

that centers classroom-based structures, and this barrier is not present in the theatre groups. 

Simply put, student theatre group members do not have to pay and “compete” for slots in a 

classroom, and opportunities for involvement can take on many different forms of learning that 

may not be offered by a typical classroom environment. Therefore, through Mizuko Ito’s core 

understandings of “connected learning,” I pose the idea that the student theatre groups are ideal 

spaces for fostering a “connected learning” environment as well as an environment of belonging. 

Addressing Django Paris’ theory of “culturally sustaining pedagogy,” he warns that 

mainstream education structures are inclined to manifest “deficit-based approaches” ¾especially 

in the presence of a cultural “other.” Paris expresses this brilliantly through the quote: 

“The term culturally sustaining requires that our pedagogies be more than responsive of 

or relevant to the cultural experiences and practices of young people—it requires that 

they support young people in sustaining the cultural and linguistic competence of their 

communities while simultaneously offering access to dominant cultural competence. 

Culturally sustaining pedagogy, then, has as its explicit goal supporting multilingualism 

and multiculturalism in practice and perspective for students and teachers. That is, 
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culturally sustaining pedagogy seeks to perpetuate and foster—to sustain—linguistic, 

literate, and cultural pluralism as part of the democratic project of schooling.” (p.95) 

Paris goes beyond multicultural pedagogies that are fixed on presenting and sharing cultures; 

instead, he advocates to sustain and maintain the cultural and linguistic competence of students 

who belong to marginalized communities. In application to the UCI student theatre groups, 

particularly in my experiences and witnessing of Theatre Woks and Brown Bag Theatre 

Company, the groups offer a space where students can share their respective cultures within the 

racial/ethnic agglomerate through a social and educational setting. I infer that the same applies to 

Black Door and Brick Theatre Company, though I have not witnessed this in the spaces myself. 

While the student theatre groups are not necessarily fixated on the educational process of 

culturally sustaining pedagogy, the groups still share (cultural) knowledge rooted in surviving 

the hegemony around us and celebrate the community, resources, and sense of belonging that are 

found within our own spaces of resistance.  

Lastly, I draw upon Brian Herrera’s article “’But do we have the actors for that?’: Some 

Principles of Practice for Staging Latinx Plays in a University Theatre Context” in his 

exploration of supportive co-pedagogies observed in universities that produced In the Heights. 

Herrera acknowledges these students as “scholar-artists” because of how they are creating art 

within a scholarly, educational institution, and this is obviously a dynamic present in the UCI 

student theatre groups. Herrera states how scholar-artists are “willing to embrace both the 

opportunity and obligation of producing works by underrepresented writers within a university 

context” (p.35), and this intention manifests similarly to in the practices of the observed student 

theatre groups. Because the opportunities to produce work are educationally informed to varying 

degrees, I offer that the groups uniquely adopt Herrera’s three principles of practice¾ linguistic 
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fluency, cultural competence, and creative coalition¾to adapt to the conversations around their 

respective social identity groups. Overall, Herrera demonstrates there is an important educational 

experience that comes from sharing and understanding the nuances of social identities through 

producing specific, identity-informed works. 

 

Conclusion 

Belonging is an ever-changing human feeling, and within a discipline that is positioned 

so distinctly upon community and collaboration, it is a vital resource. Given the trends and 

patterns documented from the student theatre groups, belonging is a fluid phenomenon but can 

be influenced by elements of value, visibility, and together that the student theatre groups foster. 

However, these three elements can be found all over the Drama campus, and that is because 

belonging is also fostered by the people who experience it. Drawing upon my own experiences 

of “belonging” within the Drama department, I started to feel like I truly belonged when my 

closet friends in the Drama department helped me along the way. In reflecting upon the classic 

causality dilemma of “the chicken” or “the egg” in relation to the subject of belonging, I came to 

question: Is it that belonging fosters friendship? Or is that friendship fosters belonging? As I’ve 

led Theatre Woks this year, I question if people getting involved because they want to experience 

belonging (and thus value, visibility, and togetherness), or are they primarily participating 

because I, their friend, personally asked them. Although I may never find out the whole truth to 

my question, I believe that we all gain something from creating art together. After all, by 

involving friends in a process that can support the community and develops our professional and 

educational skills, we can establish a deeper sentiment of friendship and belonging with one 

another through the ways in which we cultivate art. 
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I find it important to recognize the achievements that these groups have made in the 

community as well as honor their goals and aspirations for future incarnations. This study is truly 

just a snapshot of the UCI student theatre groups at this moment in time, and many things can 

and will change as these groups live on. Perhaps they are able to foster belonging to a degree 

further than I could imagine in this study, or perhaps they’ll be caught in cycles of struggling to 

create belonging. Perhaps they may never think about belonging, or maybe they’ll shift all of 

their focus to creating it. What I find so commendable and exciting about student theatre groups 

is that they really do shift and respond to the needs of a community at the time they exist. 

Theatre Woks was very different for me when I started out my second year compared to where I 

am now as a graduating senior; and through all of the productions, meetings, and journeys I’ve 

spent with all of my peers and friends in Theatre Woks, I can say that my feeling of belonging 

has only grown since I started.  

As I close this performance autoethnography, I bring in Dwight Conquergood’s concept 

of the “dialogical performance stance” in “Performing as a Moral Act” (1985) because it is 

something that I hope the student theatre groups continue to emulate. Conquergood describes 

how dialogical performance – or performance that center genuine conversation between an entity 

and the “other” – “[brings] together different voices, world views, value systems, and beliefs so 

that they can have a conversation with one another. It is a kind of performance that resists 

conclusions” (p.9). As student theatre groups, we hope that we continue to make performances 

that engage with genuine dialogue. We hope to continue to bring together people with difference 

and similarities to make art. It is within our nature to create art, and specifically to create theatre 

that will make an impact. The conclusion of our artistry should not end at “good job.” The end of 
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our artistry, like belonging, is ever changing – never ending and hopefully getting better and 

better. 
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Appendix 
 
Appendix 1: Table of questions used in interviews with student theatre group leaders 
 
Questions Sub-Questions or Prompts (1) Sub-Questions or 

Prompts (2) 
Section 1: Organization Base Questions 

 

Can you tell me about the 
current mission and vision of 
your organization? 

What may your personal missions and 
vision be? 

 

When was your organization 
established? 

  

Can you tell me about the 
origins of your organization? 

What problem/gap was your group 
designed to address? 

 

Do you feel like your 
organization has changed since 
its inception? 

  

What are some of the works 
that your organization has put 
on/produced/been an integral 
part of? 

  

Do you think that your 
organization has been meeting 
its goals for the academic year? 

  

How do you communicate with 
your general members? 

How often do you communicate 
electronically? 

 

Section 2: General Meeting Questions 
Can you describe to me what 
happens during a general 
meeting? 

  

How many people attend your 
general meetings? 

  

How often are meetings held? 
  

How do you maintain 
retention? 

Do you provide incentives for people 
to attend meetings? 

 

Section 3: Belonging 
What is your knowledge of the 
word "belonging"? 

  

Address the definitions of belonging given by Greg Walton 
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Do you find that there are 
challenges of "belonging" in 
the drama department? 

  

Preface about how the questions will be centered 
Do you feel like your 
organization makes people feel 
seen? 

Within your organization, do you 
discuss or center conversations about 
"visibility"? Examples include 
visibility on campus, the department, 
the organization, etc. 

How does "visibility" 
play a role in your 
organization, if at all? 

Do you feel like your 
organization makes people 
more connected? 

Within your organization, do you 
discuss or center conversations about 
"connection"? Examples include 
connection to the campus, the 
department, the organization, etc. 

How does "connection" 
play a role in your 
organization, if at all? 

Do you feel like your 
organization makes people feel 
valued? 

Within your organization, do you 
discuss or center conversations about 
"value"? Examples include valuing 
the campus, the department, the 
organization, etc. 

How does "value" play 
a role in your 
organization, if at all? 

Section 4: Questions for Me 
 
 
Appendix 2: Bar graph of answer to the question “What student theatre groups have you been 
involved in?” 
 

 




